












1982 Columbia Formula 10  (Diamond Street between 
Driggs and Nassau)

The catalogue for the 1982 line of Columbia bikes, 
titled “The Great American Bicycle,” features this as the 
most popular Columbia bike, “advertised on TV.”  It is 
a “ladies” racer, with fully lugged frame, in firemist blue 
with radiant blue trim.  Like most of the shipwrecks 
of Greenpoint, the chain has completely rusted and 
is derailed from its derailleur, making odd angles 
that a fully oiled chain would never consider.  It is to 
these odd angles, these derailed derailleurs that these 
frequent abandoned wrecks call our attention.  What 
was the path by which these bikes so plentifully shoaled 
themselves here?  A nuisance, taking up what few spaces 
for bikes that there are, they are also a record of the 
lives they carried.  And so, this catalogue of 2015 is an 
attempt to record those lives, through a tracing of these 
abandoned idealistic machines—now defunct—even if 
it is also a map to identify their remains for removal. 







 
 1982 was long ago.  While other bikes from that 
time period might have since changed hands with 
promiscuity, her 1982 Formula 10 had been a wreck 
in the family garage.  She remembered her mother 
riding it to the public courts in her tennis dress.  Was 
firemist an almost-anagram of feminist?  It needed some 
new inner-tubes—the gumwalls that you see, cracked 
and flat on the pavement were the original tires.  This 
exterior casing is what they call the “tire carcass.”  The 
inner-tube, a type of soul, in counterpoint to this mortal 
body.  It needed a chain.  
 She imagined herself as her mother was, riding 
this bike.  Somehow this 1982 Formula 10 had the 
promise of fullness for her, of prosperity, trips to the 
shore, something vaguely connected to a family feeling 
long ago lost.  It was abandoned once in the garage of 
the house where her mother alone now lives.  It is now 
abandoned again, 200-some miles away, on a street in 
Greenpoint.  Why?







1968 Raleigh Sport (North of Newel on Norman)

 The first thing one notices of this wreck is that its 
bell is stripped of its dome, revealing rusted gearwork 
inside like an antique time piece.  The whole of a bike, 
we could say, is the visible piece of a cosmic clock, that 
when we ride it is carrying out the future.  So these 
forever halted bikes are more lamentable, as if a demon 
had inexplicably crushed the mechanism that was, in its 
own way, effortlessly bringing about our happy dreams.  
 The strange heron head atop an R with celtic serifs 
and an egyptoid eye is the only thing that might betray 
the mystic function of this otherwise consummately 
utilitarian bike.  The primary mode of transportation 
in mid-century working class England, a prominent, 
purely functional feature of tweedy campus idylls in the 
50s and 60s, this particular design of the Raleigh would 
only much later come to designate a kind of impractical, 
rarefied chic.  Because to look at it, the pre-1970s 
Raleigh Sport has no more outward charm than an army 
surplus tent.  I remember buying one myself, in my 
second semester of college, sometime in the mid-80s.  
I was at first hesitant—I didn’t quite know what I was 
buying, it had not yet, as far as I was aware, entered the 
realm of the fashionable— I had not even seen anything



like this except in a completely ruined one that I 
think my grandmother once owned and kept around 
in hopes of eventual repair—and, except for its deep 
matte licorice color it did not attract me immediately 
(also: was it a “ladies” as opposed to “gents” model?)  
but it was cheap, and it worked, and soon became the 
first bike I really loved to ride, because it was of course 
impeccably manufactured in a way no bike would really 
be again—with enough squeak and bounce from the 
spring-mounted seat to give it some funk—and kept you 
high on your seat in a way that felt like floating. 
 My bikes have saved me from many a personal 
disaster, and while it is not probable that all the 
shipwrecks of Greenpoint have belonged to idealists 
at an impasse, I like to think that it is so: yet I wonder.  
Who leaves a bicycle behind when it is, if anything, a 
lifeline out of an impossible situation?  The owner of this 
particular Raleigh was in just such a predicament when 
he realized in a burst of manic inspiration, carried out 
immediately, that he could, or so he thought, get directly 
from the place where he was staying on a friend’s couch 
in upstate New York into the city by taking advantage of 
a series of interconnected bike paths.  







They were not all connected as well as he thought, and 
by the time he reached Greenpoint (where another 
friend had been willing to accommodate him—and 
with him he may not have been connected as well as 
he thought), he was in such physical pain that he didn’t 
ride it again for his short stay here.  And then, just 
as suddenly, he found himself in Humboldt County, 
California, for good, for now.

1979 Huffy Country Girl (Norman and Newel, 
Northeast Corner)

 There is of course room for ironic bikes, and this 
yellow “Country Girl” was owned by a punk girl from 
Rutherford, NJ.  There is no particular story of failure or 
loss connected to this bike.  She lived with her parents 
in New Jersey, sometimes working on an organic farm 
in Allamuchy (where she also sometimes stayed), and 
occasionally she would crash in the city, where she had 
permanently parked her “country girl.”  After she went 
to or sometimes played at noise shows, she’d throw her 
midi keyboard and laptop in her backpack and ride all 
night, until the first mass at Saint Stanislaus, where she 
kind of half-dozed in the back pews.  After which, 



She’d lock her bike, and perhaps not see it again for a 
week, a month.  It’s been more than a year now, and 
the noise shows are no longer at the same places, the 
country a little harder to get to from the city.





1974 Sears Free Spirit (Nassau and Diamond)

 There is a profusion of defunct Free Spirits in 
Greenpoint, an inexpensive Nixon-era bike, introduced 
in 1972.  The jingle for the 1974 ad for the Free Spirit 
goes “Sounds of love and laughter through the day, 
now you’re on your way.  When you have a Free Spirit, 
you’ll always have somewhere to go.”  This song, and the 
aesthetics of the commercial, are directly pulled from 
the repertoire of the Up With People musical touring 
group.  If you have never heard of Up With People, 
think “I’d Like to Teach the World to Sing” Coca-Cola 
Commercials, or North Korean musical extravaganzas 
transplanted to 70s America.  They were an off-shoot of 
what was called the Moral Re-Armament Group, and 
were, notoriously, the featured performers for some 
of the worst Super Bowl half-time shows ever.  There’s 
a Maoist charm to these hoards of unpimply young 
people in denim in the Up With People numbers, singing 
and carefree, without clear center or celebrity—but 
America was not convinced by earnest Bibly campfire 
songs delivered up on the turf of gladiatorial splendor. 
However, it seems just as easy to be swayed by their 
message as it is to be cynical or bored or annoyed.  You 
can really go either way.  In the commercial for the 







1974 Sears Free Spirit, the streets are teeming, from curb 
to curb, with these suspiciously carefree innocents.
 Seeing these abandoned Spirits in Greenpoint, 
one wonders.  Yes, there is room for ironic bikes, but 
there is a point where one must believe in the Free 
Spirit. I happened to be reading Baudelaire when I saw 
this one.  He was reflecting on the nature of torture: 
“when considered as the art of discovering the truth, 
[it] is a barbarous stupidity; it is the application of 
a material means to a spiritual end.”  To consider 
truth as “spiritual” is a distinction that perhaps is 
conceptually outmoded, but that is the point.  Without 
this distinction, truth is already a lie, in the same way 
that a “free spirit” can merely be reduced to the remains 
of these rusty bikes.  And the possibility of torture lies 
immanent in this materialization of all things.  
 This seems important because Up With People—
ultimately bolstered as part of a propagandistic assault 
on hippy culture—was financed by Halliburton.
 Which ghost does this mustard yellow Free Spirit 
belong to?  To the teenager of the 70s who took up yoga 
and eastern religions in college, and then sold it for 
$10 at a yard sale (hundreds of miles away, in a much 
quieter, green corner of the world) before heading off 
to his job in finance, or the recent business graduate—



Nietzschean weekender, radical conformist—who 
bought it in New York for $250 as a “beater” he could 
take to the desert, and then left to the more demanding 
elements once he returned to Greenpoint from Burning 
Man?  One wonders how many of these bikes have been 
purchased for just such a reason, have improbably been 
in the middle of the Nevada desert and back.
 After months of desuetude, it appeared again in its 
accustomed place, completely refurbished.

1977 Kabuki Superlight (Nassau and Manhattan, 
Northeast Corner)

 Last night, a plastic container for pre-cut melon, 
with a few slices of cantaloup and honeydew, collected 
rainwater in the basket of the Free Spirit, and perhaps 
many others.  You see this frequently—coffee cups and 
shopping bags piled in baskets and pinched under the 
rear springer rack.  There’s one with an exceptionally deep 
basket in the rear outside the Nassau G stop, a  maroon 
Japanese Kabuki—I see Salem menthols, an empty box 
of Häagen-Dazs ice-cream bars, yellowed newspaper, 
generic coffee styros with redundant images of coffee 
cups on them, bags with the word—RECYCLE—on 
them.  The word “recycle” here is relevant, poignantly











so, given that these bicycles—mostly from the 70s—
have changed hands so many times, only to end up here 
as their final resting place.  I at first think that Kabuki 
is the Japanese word for suicide, but then remember 
it is the name for traditional Japanese theater that 
plays out the struggle between samurai warriors and 
supernatural forces.  The devilish logo on this satanically 
crimson Kabuki is actually not a demon—red in 
kabuki symbolizes justice, the stylized striped face 
designates sinews—but a hero acting in the style which 
translates as “wreckless warrior matter.” To be truely 
wreckless, does one end up with or without wrecks 
(or matter, for that matter)?  Wreckless, like recycle, 
also takes on somewhat a melancholy tinge among all 
these wrecks—of what?—an idealistic war against the 
machine, fought with the device of another machine 
with a simple crankset?  A war of the city versus the 
newcomer, the ingénue?  Or the opposite, the war of 
a new, more insistent cybernetic interloper against an 
older established culture?  Is this why the old Polish 
inhabitants have no patience for bikes locked on the 
metalwork of their property, or are these angry old men 
merely the archetypically mean-spirited patriarchs—
half in love with the bars of their own prison—that the 
modern world is, thankfully, about to leave behind?  



Let’s just say that the final owner of this Kabuki, the 
hari-kari of the Kabuki, was performed by someone who 
thought she was the hero of her reality, but found herself 
the demon of another reality, making her uncertain of 
her movement in the world, ending in a sort of stasis of 
soul, trapped in a supernatural limbo—hopefully only 
temporary.  Warrior matter is an indomitable metal.  
Scrappy.  Superlight.
 I get the impression the Japanese would not 
call a bicycle Kabuki, and of course, Kabuki was 
manufactured by an American company:  the Japanese 
names for bikes are more fanciful, and French:  for 
example, the Après-midis and the Daccarat Cruze: Le 
Nouveau Parfum du De De L’Eau Style du Mode Secret.  



Brand indiscernible (Newton and Holy Name Square)

Its frame has merged with the branches of trees.  A 
platinum Hanna Montana guitar pick is zip tied to its 
cross-bar.  Improbable conjunctions!
     And yet, like the multitudinous locks with which 
hostelers deface European bridges,  this bike was put 
here for no other reason than to say, “I was here, and 
here some part of me stays.”      







Various intersecting (Concrete Island at Norman, 
Moultrie and Humboldt, et alia)

 Some have failed to transmit their stories, or have 
passed through so many narrative conjunctions that 
their bent states testifies to an entelechy that transcends 
even the singular bike itself, so we move into the realm 
of typology rather than biography.  There is a type of 
multiple-bike-object that proliferates in this region, 
with ill-fated pairs twisting into each other: chromoly 
klein surfaces and mobius twists of delivery boys 
with dilettantes, green Schwinn Surburbans with Fuji 
Boulevardiers, piled congeries of brothers from multiple 
mothers, impossible Dickensian reunions of the 
BMX with the Pinarello Dogma 2 Campagnolo.  Bike 
pollinating stopsign and giving birth to a single steel 
rhombus. Witness the wrecks shoaled upon the desolate 
concrete island lorded over by the SYRENA bakery sign.  
Two, three, sometimes even a family of four disintegrate 
under the same lock, or with brake levers and handle 
bars cutting into each other’s void-spaces so that they 
shall so thus remain, unbroken and broken at once.  
They start to look like the car-smears and half-morphed 
conjunctions on glitched out Google Maps images, or 
like the tesseract moments in the folds of the pages of 





Ed Ruscha’s Hollywood Boulevard, when a station wagon suddenly becomes a theater vestibule, or a demi-Camaro 
parked in one place appears again, whole, in quite another. . . . . the error produced by an errant errand, time trumping 
space.  After all, these streets are where Greenpoint, in fact the entirety of New York folds into itself—the grid space of 
Manhattan, giving way to the skewed grids of Brooklyn, which twist even further in the corners up in Greenpoint like 
as well down in Red Hook, Dumbo or the Battery.  Here the grid can no longer serve as a guide but instead gives way to 
non-Euclidean directions (bikes are already a type of non-Euclidean object—think of the difficulties of photographing 
one without reducing its essence).
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Sometimes, as in the trio in front of the Kościół 
Odkupiciela Church of the Redeemer—a Huffy 
Mongoose Switchback, a 1980s Atomic brand 10-speed, 
and a completely orange bike unidentifiable except for 
a sunbleached Chupa-chups sticker on its stem—the 
grouping is unaccountable . . . here motocross, New 
Wave European racer and Japanese novelty promotional 
bike convene under the sign of the cross of redemption, 
mostly unsalvagable (although I have dared to pry 
a small brass bell off of one, retaining, in a sense, its 
voice).  Two toddler’s bikes, interminably yoked, or 
a parent’s black and aqua art-deco 1990 Santa Ana 
Ultra Dyno Glide GT paired with a similarly retro 
Radio Flyer “fold-to-go” tricycle—are these obviously 
forsaken combinations the mark of tragedy?  Or do 
they merely signify a kind of carelessness, even a hubris, 
that leaves as a display these remains—shells some life 
force has moulted out of and beyond.  Strange chrysalis 
of metal, we wonder why the newer being should have 
given up its wings-wheels rather than retain them.  We 
remember, of course, the winged angels on the waxed 
backs of Bicycle playing cards, and also what happens 
when angels give up their heaven (a place of perfect 
circular motion)—the tradition of La Chute des Anges 
Rebelles paintings, in which are depicted the monstrous 



entanglement of beings mutating even as they enter 
the atmosphere of lower worlds, gives us a Boschian 

analog for these botched and beached bikes, the final 
braking of the circle.









A Huffy Good Vibrations without wheels is poised like a 
Modernist readymade.  On Calyer. 

Black rhombus with its dewheeled fork mimicking the 
long black arms of the locust trees (oranged, it’s fall) on 
Guernsey. 

The bro-bikes of Greenpoint:  A Pacific Evolution 
Torque Drive on Dobbin and Norman, across from the 
perfectly spaced line of small beech trees, the industrial 
space with the forest green gratings on their windows.  
Mongoose Bedlam mashed with a few punks and ivy-
leaguers in front of the Dollar Town on Manhattan on 
Saturday night; it looks like a Nan Goldin.  A Huffy 
Vormax, anodized silver and orange, dual suspension.  
On the internet, someone wrote of his Vormax.  
“Growing up you if you needed building supplies for 
your fort, you went to the creek and after years of living 
away from home not much had changed, it was still 
a dumping ground.  Cruising by I saw a knobby tire 
poking out of the silt.  As I walked down I saw a pedal 
too and began digging.  To my surprise out came an 
entire bicycle.  The Huffy Vormax appeared like a rusty 
Lazarus from the dead.”  Could this be the very same 
one? Awesome!    







Yoga: an inverted red Ross 10-speed, sans roues, in 
Vrschikasana.

An empty bicycle rack in front of The Society of Our 
Lady of the Snows, where Greenpoint gives way to 
Williamsburg.  These empty circles always seem a bit 
miraculous whenever they appear, not only because an 
empty one is hard to find, but also because they are, of 
course, art—of the most invisible kind.  Designed by 
Ian Mahaffy and Maarten De Greeve, NYC calls them 
CityRacks, and they resemble Ron Cobb’s ecology 
symbol from the 70s: an “e” is combined with an “o,” 
meant to stand for the linking of “environment” and 
“organism.”  Cobb’s design was also meant to resemble 
the Greek theta . . . symbolic shorthand for thanatos, the 
death that is threatened when the e and the o separate.  

I return to the 1982 Columbia 10 on its last days, like 
one returns to the carcass of a raven or a squirrel that, 
on an accustomed hike, is encountered in various states 
of decomposition.

Bicycle licenses from Wheaton, Ill, Glen Rock, NJ, 
Torrance, CA. 



The cursive S on the saddle-seat of a rusted red 
Columbia Rambler (Schwinn MFG. CO. INC. Westfield, 
Mass, USA), north of Lorimer where Bedford, 
Manhattan, and Nassau cross, reminds one of the 
impulse to turn these bikes to script, letting oneself be 
pulled into their dead grammars.  
 Thought cannot outpace the speed of writing.  Writ-
ing can sometimes, for the better, go faster than thought, 
but if thought goes faster than writing, the writing does 
not get caught up in it, ascends into the mind, and there 
disappears.  So these machines and their tangle stop me 
in my tracks, so that my tracks can be made to speak, 
they force into the world, from nothing into something 
willed. 

I remember a bike in Florence, which I fished out of 
the Arno, like a Klee, barely held together and tangled 
with fishing line, its rust the color of the sun.  The 
beautiful coppery corrosions of the Montgomery Ward 
Hawthorne on a pole sprouting giagantic dandelion 
leaves (Bayard, North of Graham), the red Shanghai 
Phoenix giving way to the russet of its sunset.  

Our mobility is a rarity. 











On India, passing by the Astral, en route to the 
industrial zones, clusters are joined like the legs of a 
child’s stick-star (recall the stars and comets on the 
Schwinn Breeze, the AMF Roadster), swaddled in 
decomposing plastic, at Commercial and Box a Schwinn 
locked to construction bars, wheels not touching 
ground (levitation), a blue Lotus special, a grouping 
that looks like a single bike extrapolated into the fourth 
dimension, descending to the pavement.



Like giving someone a hand in the depths of a mosh pit, 
I have righted bicycles which, in otherwise good health, 
have been kicked, pushed, or blown down so that they 
lie fallen and still locked to their posts.  Sometimes 
the lock, like some Chinese Ring Puzzle, prevents this 
rescue and many of the Kryptonite Evolution Mini 
U-locks—perhaps designed small so as to stuff down 
one’s jeans—are primarily the cause. Man is born 
free and everywhere he is in Kryptonite Evolution 
Mini U-locks, to paraphrase Rousseau.  But on one 
particularly bright day I am suddenly faced with a 
CCM Galaxy—seat shorn off, tire bent clear out of 
its fender—left freely standing in the middle of the 
sidewalk, without any lock at all.  I had seen it before, 
leashed to another brand Galaxy (illegible) in front 
of a Chinese Restaurant confusingly called “Fortune 
Cookies” on Manhattan, but here while it is finally 
abandoned it is yet also left free to its own fate.  I am 
taking pictures of it from all angles, and a shopkeeper 
comes out.  “It’s been there for five days!”  She says, 
incredulous.  It transmits its shadows, left and right.  It 
promises the continuance of the sun. 
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